In this paper we will briefly describe the approaches taken by the Berkeley Cheshire Group for the GikiCLEF task of the QA track. Because the task was intended to model some aspects of user search, and because of the complexity of the topics and their geographic elements, we decided to conduct interactive searching of the topics and selection of results. Because of the vagueness of the task specification early-on, some disagreements about what constituted a correct answer, and time constraints we were able to complete only 22 of the 50 topics. However, in spite of this limited submission the interactive approach was very effective and resulted in our submission being ranked third overall in the results.
Introduction
The GikiCLEF task description, according to the web site is:
"For GikiCLEF, systems will need to answer or address geographically challenging topics, on the Wikipedia collections, returning Wikipedia document titles as list of answers." "The user model for which GikiCLEF systems intend to cater for is anyone who is interested in knowing something that might be already included in Wikipedia, but has not enough time or imagination to browse it manually." "So, in practice, a system participating in GikiCLEF receives a set of topics -representing valid and realistic user needs preferably from non-English users -in all GikiCLEF languages and will have to produce a list of answers, in all languages it can find answers." "The motivation for this kind of system behaviour is that in a real environment, a postprocessing module For different kinds of human users, and depending on the languages those users could read, different possible output formats would filter the information per language, or would rank it in order of preference. We are assuming that people prefers to read answers in their native languages, but that many people are happy with answers (answers are titles of Wikipedia entries) in other languages they also know or even just slightly understand." (from the GikiCLEF Web site: http://www.linguateca.pt/GikiCLEF/) It was clear from the description that some form of interactive search was intended, but the task description is not at all clear on what constitutes an "answer" to a particular question. Because we did not know enough about the task and to attempt a fully automated approach, we decided to construct an interactive IR system that was able to search across all of the Wikipedia test collections in each language (Bulgarian, Dutch, English, German, Italian, Norwegian (bokmaal), Norwegian (nynorsk), Portuguese, Romanian and Spanish)
What was not clear was that the intended answers to the questions could not be in the text of the articles but had to be exactly the title of the article, and that title had to be of a specific type (often a place) that was supposed to be inferred from the form of the question. This constraint effectively eliminated the possibility for fully automatic methods (at least given the techniques we had readily available), so we decided to use this first participation in GikiCLEF as an exploratory study of what kinds of search might prove useful in this task
In this paper we will describe the retrieval algorithms employed in our interactive system, some description of the system itself, and some comments on the evaluation and various issues that arose.
The Retrieval Algorithms
Note that much of this section is virtually identical to one that appears in our papers from previous CLEF participation [9, 8] The retrieval algorithms used for our GikiCLEF interactive system include ranked retrieval using our Logistic Regression algorithm combined with Boolean constraints, as well as simple Boolean queries for link following, etc.
The basic form and variables of the Logistic Regression (LR) algorithm used for all of our submissions was originally developed by Cooper, et al. [6] . As originally formulated, the LR model of probabilistic IR attempts to estimate the probability of relevance for each document based on a set of statistics about a document collection and a set of queries in combination with a set of weighting coefficients for those statistics. The statistics to be used and the values of the coefficients are obtained from regression analysis of a sample of a collection (or similar test collection) for some set of queries where relevance and non-relevance has been determined. More formally, given a particular query and a particular document in a collection P (R | Q, D) is calculated and the documents or components are presented to the user ranked in order of decreasing values of that probability. To avoid invalid probability values, the usual calculation of P (R | Q, D) uses the "log odds" of relevance given a set of S statistics, s i , derived from the query and database, such that:
where b 0 is the intercept term and the b i are the coefficients obtained from the regression analysis of the sample collection and relevance judgements. The final ranking is determined by the conversion of the log odds form to probabilities:
TREC2 Logistic Regression Algorithm
For GikiCLEF we used a version the Logistic Regression (LR) algorithm that has been used very successfully in Cross-Language IR by Berkeley researchers for a number of years [3] . The formal definition of the TREC2 Logistic Regression algorithm used is:
where C denotes a document component (i.e., an indexed part of a document which may be the entire document) and Q a query, R is a relevance variable, p(R|C, Q) is the probability that document component C is relevant to query Q, p(R|C, Q) the probability that document component C is not relevant to query Q, which is 1.0 -
|Q c | is the number of matching terms between a document component and a query, qtf i is the within-query frequency of the ith matching term, tf i is the within-document frequency of the ith matching term, ctf i is the occurrence frequency in a collection of the ith matching term, ql is query length (i.e., number of terms in a query like |Q| for non-feedback situations), cl is component length (i.e., number of terms in a component), and N t is collection length (i.e., number of terms in a test collection).
c k are the k coefficients obtained though the regression analysis.
If stopwords are removed from indexing, then ql, cl, and N t are the query length, document length, and collection length, respectively. If the query terms are re-weighted (in feedback, for example), then qtf i is no longer the original term frequency, but the new weight, and ql is the sum of the new weight values for the query terms. Note that, unlike the document and collection lengths, query length is the "optimized" relative frequency without first taking the log over the matching terms.
The coefficients were determined by fitting the logistic regression model specified in log O(R|C, Q) to TREC training data using a statistical software package. The coefficients, c k , used for our official runs are the same as those described by Chen [1] . These were: c 0 = −3.51, c 1 = 37.4, c 2 = 0.330, c 3 = 0.1937 and c 4 = 0.0929.
TREC3 Logistic Regression Algorithm
A variant of the TREC2 algorithm above was also used (or at least was available for use in the interactive GikiCLEF system developed. It does not use the rather arbitrary document length and query length constants used in the TREC2 algorithm, and instead just relies on the regression analysis to provide appropriate weights for the length elements. This equation is essentially the same as that used in by Cooper, et al. [5] in TREC3.
The full equation describing the TREC3 LR algorithm as used in these experiments is:
Where:
Q is a query containing terms T , |Q| is the total number of terms in Q, |Q c | is the number of terms in Q that also occur in the document component, tf j is the frequency of the jth term in a specific document component, qtf j is the frequency of the jth term in Q, n tj is the number of components (of a given type) containing the jth term,
cl is the document component length measured in bytes.
N is the number of components of a given type in the collection. 
Blind Relevance Feedback
In addition to the direct retrieval of documents using the TREC2 logistic regression algorithm described above, we have implemented a form of "blind relevance feedback" as a supplement to the basic algorithm. The algorithm used for blind feedback was originally developed and described by Chen [2] . Blind relevance feedback has become established in the information retrieval community due to its consistent improvement of initial search results as seen in TREC, CLEF and other retrieval evaluations [7] . The blind feedback algorithm is based on the probabilistic term relevance weighting formula developed by Robertson and Sparck Jones [10] .
Blind relevance feedback is typically performed in two stages. First, an initial search using the original topic statement is performed, after which a number of terms are selected from some number of the top-ranked documents (which are presumed to be relevant). The selected terms are then weighted and then merged with the initial query to formulate a new query. Finally the reweighted and expanded query is submitted against the same collection to produce a final ranked list of documents. Obviously there are important choices to be made regarding the number of top-ranked documents to consider, and the number of terms to extract from those documents. For ImageCLEF this year, having no prior data to guide us, we chose to use the top 10 terms from 10 top-ranked documents. The terms were chosen by extracting the document vectors for each of the 10 and computing the Robertson and Sparck Jones term relevance weight for each document. This weight is based on a contingency table where the counts of 4 different conditions for combinations of (assumed) relevance and whether or not the term is, or is not in a document. Table 1 shows this contingency table. 
The relevance weight is calculated using the assumption that the first 10 documents are relevant and all others are not. For each term in these documents the following weight is calculated:
The 10 terms (including those that appeared in the original query) with the highest w t are selected and added to the original query terms. For the terms not in the original query, the new "term frequency" (qtf i in main LR equation above) is set to 0.5. Terms that were in the original query, but are not in the top 10 terms are left with their original qtf i . For terms in the top 10 and in the original query the new qtf i is set to 1.5 times the original qtf i for the query. The new query is then processed using the same LR algorithm as shown in Equation 4 and the ranked results returned as the response for that topic.
Boolean Search Operations
To enable efficient browsing in an interactive system it is also useful to implement Boolean constraints and search options. These are built into the Cheshire II system and use the same indexes as the ranked search operations. For this implementation we typically used a Boolean AND search of all of the query words combined by Boolean AND with the results of a ranked search of those words. This operation retains retains the ranking values generated by the ranked search while limiting the results to only those that contain all of the words in the query.
In addition, to implement the internal links of the Wikipedia test collections for the interactive system, each link in a retrieved page was converted to a Boolean title search for the linked page name. Thus, instead of following links directly each link became a search on a title. Direct use of the links was impossible since the collection pages were not preserved with in the same file structure as the original Wikipedia and names in the links and the actual page file names differed due to additions during the collection creation process.
Also a Boolean AND NOT search was used to help filter results in some cases with ambiguous terms.
Approaches for GikiCLEF
In this section we describe the specific approaches taken for our submitted runs for the GikiCLEF task. First we describe the indexing and term extraction methods used, and then the search features we used for the submitted runs.
Indexing and Term Extraction
The Cheshire II system uses the XML (in this case the XHTML) structure of the documents to extract selected portions for indexing and retrieval. Any combination of tags can be used to define the index contents. Table 2 lists the indexes created by the Cheshire II system for each language collection of the GikiCLEF Wikipedia database and the document elements from which the contents of those indexes were extracted. For each of the languages: Bulgarian, Dutch, English, German, Italian, Norwegian (bokmaal), Norwegian (nynorsk), Portuguese, Romanian and Spanish, we tried to use, where possible, language-specific stemmers and stoplists whenever possible. Our implementation of the Snowball stemmer is some years old and lacked stemmers for Bulgarian, Norwegian(bokmaal) and Romanian. For these we substituted a stemmer with somewhat similar language roots. I.e., a Russian stemmer for Bulgarian, Norwegian(nyorsk) for Norwegian(Bokmaal) and Italian for Romanian. For all indexing we used language-specific stoplists to exclude function words and very common words from the indexing and searching. The German language runs did not use decompounding in the indexing and querying processes to generate simple word forms from compounds. The Snowball stemmer was used by Cheshire for language-specific stemming.
Search Processing
Interactive searching of the GikiCLEF Wikipedia collections used the Cheshire II system via a set of web pages and TCL scripts that allowed the searcher to select a particular topic id and language and have it loaded into a search form for manual modification and selection of search indexes and approaches. Figure 1 shows this form for topic GC-2009-02. Typically the user would edit the query to remove extraneous terms, and submit the query, leading to a ranked result list page (Figure 2) . From the ranked result list page the user can click on the article title to see the full page (Figure 3 ) or click on any of the language codes on the line to submit that title as title query in the Wikipedia collection for that language (the user is also given a chance to edit the search before it is submitted to allow language-specific adaptations). From a page like that shown in Figure 3 , any of the links can be clicked on generating a Boolean title search for that page. For example clicking on the country name link "Chechnya" in the first line leads to a list of pages Figure 4 .
Each display of a full page includes a "Log as Relevant" button to save the page information in a log file. This log file is the basis for the submitted results for the GikiCLEF task.
Results for Submitted Runs
Needless to say, doing the GikiCLEF task interactively involved a lot of time spent reading pages and deciding whether or not the page was relevant. As it turned out in the evaluation many of the pages that I believed to be relevant (such as the page shown in Figure 3 were judged not to be relevant.) Although in this particular case it is very difficult to understand why, for the topic "Which countries have the white, green and red colors in their national flag?" the article entitled "Flag of Chechnya" is considered NOT relevant while the article "Chechnya" IS (even though the colors of the flag are never mentioned and no images were included in the collections). The official position is that the question was about the country, and therefore country names alone are acceptable (the fact that the country name is ALSO included in the non-relevant item does not seem to matter).
In any case, because each question took literally hours of work using the interactive system, and my time was constrained by other considerations (I was on holiday with my family during the time when the topics were available for access and results had to be submitted and could not devote entire days to the task), I completed and submitted only 22 out of the 50 topics, with results from all of the target languages of the collections. Figure 5 from the GikiCLEF participants web site shows that the interactive approach was fairly effective in spite of not completing all of the topics (our scores are labeled rayrlarson). 
Conclusions
In looking at the overall results for the various GikiCLEF tasks, it would appear that the interactive approach using logistic regression ranking Boolean constraints can provide fairly good results. Since GikiCLEF is a new task for us, we took a fairly conservative approach using methods that have worked well in the past, and used our interaction with the collection to try to discover how this kind of searching might be implemented automatically. There are no simple answers for this task with its complex questions and constraints, but through our interactive work we think we have some possible strategies for future evaluation.
